
FIRST TERMINAL EXAMINATION
                                                   ANSWER KEY – ENGLISH                                  Total Score:80

1.Satyajit Ray and his crews                                                                                                               1

2.The wire would flatten the hair on the tiger’s neck.To avoid the flattening of the hair on the 
tiger’s neck,they decided to use a collar made of tiger skin.                                                              1

3.Taken aback                                                                                                                                     1

4.We stood foolishly, watching a new and strange kind of circus which we were getting to see for 
free.                                                                                                                                                     1

5.Mr.Thorat’s startled and helpless face revealed that he was also taken aback as the rest of them. 1

6.Roads stand for life experiences.                                                                                                     1

7.Peace                                                                                                                                                1

8.Cannon balls                                                                                                                                    1

9.The answer is every where/ The answer is known to all.                                                                1

10.Seas-Sail, Sleeps-Sand                                                                                                                  1

11.Appreciation                                                                                                                        (1x5=5)

12.A book’s autobiography is portrayed here.                                                                                    1

13.The books lose their significance and presence due to the latest technologies.                            1

14.The paper contained written words and illustrations which were used to portray thoughts and 
feelings.                                                                                                                                               1

15.The books were useful to mankind for storing information .                                                        1

16.It is used to spill the ink over the book with such precision that ,it felt like a lover ,loving his 
love.                                                                                                                                                    1

                                     Questions 17-18 Answer any one of the followin                              (1x7=7)

17. Narration

18.Write up

                                     Questions 19-21Answer any two of the following                           (2x5=10)

19.Notice

20.Prepare any five questions

21.Diary

                                      Questions 22-26 Answer any three of the following                       (3x6=18)

22.Character sketch of the homeopath.

23.Paragraph on the way ,Hollywood treated animal actors                                                            

24.Conversation between the boy and the grandfather.                                                           

25.Complaint letter written by homeopath 

26.Profile

27.Neeraj Chopra wins silver in World Athletics Championship.                                                      1

28.Sri Lankan crisis deepens-worried India to formulate steps.                                                         1

29.Monkeypox, a pandemic, declares WHO.                                                                                     1



30.Railways to restore fair cut to elderly.                                                                                           1

31.No more lives should be lost on campus-says High Court.                                                           1

32 a.Thorat asked Ray how he could help him.
     b.Ray replied that he needed a tiger for his upcoming film.                                              (2x1=2)

33 a.treated
     b.see
     c.character
     d.to                                                                                                                                      (4x1=4)

34 a.make out
     b.turn up
     c.put on
     d.come across                                                                                                                     (4x1=4)

35 a.from
     b.of
     c.that
     d.to
     e.with                                                                                                                                  (5x1=5)

35 a.Didn’t you?
     b.Where did you place it?
     c.He will beat me
     d.What should I do ?
     e.You had better wear my sneakers.                                                                                   (5x1=5)
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